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Advocating the view that the drought prediction dels 
which neglect the complex feedbeck mechanisms in the use 
effect relationships between variables of meteor OlD gil 1, 
hydrological and topographic origin may give faulty pi dic-
tions, a syste~ theoretic ~ethod is proposed for taki, g 
into consideration certain dominant cause-effect reI ion-
ships. The ~ethod i. based on the' concept of stocha 
vectorial flow graph developed earlier by the author 
ie u •• d in conjunction with a characterization of the 
~nteracting stOChastic variables by croBs-autocorrela ion. 
A co~prehBn.ive feedback system of i.portent interact ng 
Eeteorological wariables is proposed for drought pred ction 
along with an approach for co~puter aided analysis of such 
a ayatell. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Drought prediction .ethodology i. predominantly aaed on 
the atudy of trends of effects froll isolated causes. Invaria-
bly tha methods tend to neglect the interactive feedb 
lIechaniama in the cauae-effect relationships between 
of .eteorological, hydrologioal and topographic orig • 
this extent auch .ethod. do not faithfully reflect t I 
mena causing drought. Whereas such approaches are illl 
in understanding the effect of variations of individu 
causes and trends on the precipitation or hydrologic 
tics of drought on a region of interest, they must be 
in a larger model treating the climatological system I 
all i.portant feedback mechanisms in order to be able I 
drought accurately. 
Any index of drought defined necessarily require 
the analysie of • highly co.plex network of depen I 
betwe", the eet of .eteorological, hydrological and 
topographic factors. Even granting that we can enume 
the .ore iEportant ractors with our present state of 
- the interaction network constructed with these factor 
the nodes will be quite cOllplex because there are not 
open loop and feed forward interactiona between the f 
but also"eedback interactions. From the theory of 
back .yste ••. it i. well known that such. system ca 
exhIbit coeplex patterns of spacially and temporally 
stabilIty and Ins~ability which can .akeany effort at 
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prediction of the system behaviour by neglecting these patterns 
somewhat unrealistic. Recognizing the importance 0' this 
requirements in any drought prp.oiction model, a beginning 
ia Bought to be made in this paper for representing the 
precipitation pattern oyer a region in terms or C8Jse-
affect graph as a special case or the concept 0' stochastio 
Vectorial rlpw-grapha daveloped sarlier by the author(Seshagiri) ~971). This approach can giv~ an implementation modality rbr 
the diagnosis made by Klemes ~1978) regarding the essentiality 
or taking cause-e,rect relationships in drought prediction 
models. 
In the development or the Stochastic V'ectorial rlolJ 
Graph or climatic variables that is 0'· re levance to drought 
prediction, analYSis made for example, in, the Report of the 
Study of Man'e Impact on Climate (SMIC, 1971), Manabe and 
Bryan (1969); Manabde and IJetherald (1967), Budyko (1971) 
and Mason (1976) have been utilized. In particular; the 
feedback mechanisms in the ocean-atmosphere coupling, water 
vapour-greenhouse coupling, snow cover-albedo-temperature 
coupling, ~loud cover --radiation balance coupling are sought 
to be characterized in a single graph. 
The Stochastic Vectorial r 101./ Graph (SIIr) incorporating 
auch couplings is constr~d by regarding various locations 
in the region or interest, along with telelink factors, as 
nodes or the network, at which is defined a stochastic 
variable composed of time functions of factors like tem-
peratura, albedo, cloud cover, precipitation, relative humidity, 
horim ntal wind and vertical wind. The f low network connect-
ing these nodes is formed by related bra~ches betwBenthe 
nodes with weightages on them making use ~f the concepts 
of 'Cross-autocorrelation' of the version developed by 
Makridakis et al o It. appears f rom the predominance or 
inter..related causes and effects that autocorrelation appro-
aches are inadequate and it would be neceasary to combine 
. the concept o~ autocorrelation with that of' cross corre.lation. 
The resulting concept or cross-autos has been found to be 
. a pouerful one in prediction exercises o In the present 
stUdY, the concept is found to be the most .natural character-
ization of the branch weight in the flow graph. A method 
is outlined for analysing such a graph so as to determine 
the effect, on precipitation, of changes in the values of 
other variables in the graph. 
2. GENERAL CONCEPT or THE svr GRAPH 
A brief summary of the general concept of the SVr'graph and 
mathematical rules for analYSing them developed. in the earlier pa~er 
by Seshagiri (1971), is given in this section. 
A general f'eedback system can be characte~ized by inter-actions 
among n sets of variables 
Vi -[vij/ j "1,2, •• , •• , mi} ; i = ',2 ••• ,,,,. 
If all lIiare assumed to be unity, a Bcalar f lou graph mey be 
deecribed as in ;ig.1(a). If the mf are greater than unity, il flo", 
graph with similar feedback interact ons bet",!e~ eets of nodes may 
be described 8S In fIg.1(b). This describes a Case in which the nodal 
variable v11 and v12' v21, v31 and v32 fol'll1 the vector v1, 112 and v3 
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respective ly.· It is possible to represent the f lou graph if' f 19.' (b) 
as a flo~ graph in which each node stands for a vector an each branch 
for a matrix 8S shoun in rig.1(c). for notational conven: nce, scalar 
variables and transmittances (of disturbsnces) are denote by small 
letters and the vector variables and transmittance matri s by captial 
letters. Similarly, the nodes 8nd branches for the two c ses are dis-
tinguished as shown in r19.1(d)- The fig.1(a) is a 'scal flow graph' 
and rig.1(b) a 'vectorial flow graph'. If the Aodal vari les are 
atoLhastic, we have a 'atochastlc vectorial flow graph". 
Two vector variQbles Xj 3 X'1' x12, ••••• , x1 snd X2 • x21' x22, •••• , 
x2n interact in all possiDle comtiinatlons of thel]lr const 'tuents 
re&ulting in a maximum of mn branches. The correeponding n branch 
transmittances can be represented es a rectangular matrix ith m rous end 
n columns, i.e., [a2i,1jl nM • 'This ie referred to as 'transmatrix;' We can then define 8 vecfor correspondance rule by 
[8. 2i 'lj]nm 
o (»---0 or, x 2 = La 2i 'ljJnI!! Xl 
Xl x2 
for several incoming branches 8 correspondence rule c be de rived 
as 
Xl ;>(a3 'lj]m,p 
x3 or,x3 [a31 'ljJmpxl+[a3i '2j 
X 2 . [a3i , lj Jm• q Generalization of tfiie to n in-coming branches is straigh orward; 
Tha addition and multiplication rules are given by 
It is 1mportant to note that the rectangular matrices dur 
addition and multiplication should be conformable . .in dime 
. Contraction of the vectorial flo~ graph can be~defin 
ss rollo~s: for the graph shoYn at (a)belowt the trans-
matrix between X1, X2 ,is given by (Bpq® AnmJ and that 
tween X, and X3 by (~nGP A run ). Hence the three branc 
.:-an.be contracted into ~o branches with trC!.nsmatrices 
Dpm. and E"", .IJhe.re 
.• Dpm=Bpne .Anm 
E qm::C qn GP Anm 
X~X~ .X2 (a)pn 
C 
.' qn . 3. 
,. 
~ -.-- .. - ... ----~-
"/,, , 
/ 
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Similarly, the graph or (b) 3 t,r, nq can alao be contracted. 
[Bi,Aself loop lsijJ 
xl~2 =xl~x2 
LUijJ lUij ] lUijJ LU ij ] 
The conoept of a self-loop plays .liIn important role 
in the reduction or vectorial flou graphs with feed back 
loopa. The vectrJrial self loop is shoun above. 
Hare["',;Ji8 the identify matrix ~nd[.\':'IJ h a square matrix 
of dimension equal to the number of elements in the nodal 
vector V. From the correspondance rule, ye can derive the 
infinite lIIatri;.. series, 
Xz 
-
From matrix methods it can be shown that, granting conver-
gence, the infinite matrix series can be reduced to 
Also, the basic feedback loop ~ith a forWard transmatrix Amn 
and a feedback transmatrix Bnm can be· reduced to a branch 
~ith a transmatrix 
-1 
AmnJ 
With the above set Dr rules of operetion, it is possible 
to analyze highly complex interactions bet~een nu~erous stoch-
astic vector variables. T~ese rules help to bridge any two 
variables in the interactive network of variables by collapsing 
all other variables into a transmatrix composed of elements which 
are functions of the other variables. By this, the effect of a 
disturbance or change in one variable on another variable any-
IJhere in the graph can be cOlllputed'. 
3. THE BASIC ME:TEOROLOG IC AL svr GRAPH 
Based on the definitions outliAed in Section 2, a basic 
meteorological stochastic vetorial flow graph is proposed which 
represents the cause effect relations~ips b~tween the more 
important meteorological variables at .the macro level. In the 
construction 6f this svr graph, the following ~ore import~Rt 
couplings have been accounted for. 
In the Gcean-at~osphere coupling, heat is exchang~d 
through radiative fluxes and turbulent transport of 8en~ible 
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and latent heat. Weter is exchanged through precipit~tion 
and evaporation. Momentum is exchanged through surfece ~ind 
stress at the oceanic Burface. for taking into consideration 
the ~ater vapour -greenhouse feedback coupling the ch~in process 
Considered is: ~armer t ... peratllra -1fo .. ore ~atar vapour lin the 
atlilosphere~ lIore greenhouse effect .. warmer temperature'l. The 
snow cover - ~lbedo - temperature coupling is dependent on the 
positiVe feedbeck loops loIider snow cover_ lIore reflection of 
insolation+ colder Burface temperature .. ",ider snow clover'. Since 
the depth,Df the snow cover decreases during the suromsf and 
increases during winter, seasonal vafiation of solar radiation 
has strong controlling effects over the net change of bnoy 
depth from year to year'. It is therefore necessary tO~incl'rporate 
the effects of the, seasonal variation of solar radiati'n In order 
to discuss the stability of the snow or ice cover or te sensitivity 
of climate~ Cloud cover has important effect upon thelradiatlon 
balance of tRB earth - atmosphere system. It is there~ore determined 
as a function of the large scale distribution of quanqties such 
as relative humidity, temperature and vertical velocit~~ 
The above feedback mechanisms are typical examPIJs of 
important meteorological interactions that should go iJto a basic 
SVf graph characterization. A comprehensive SVf graph incorpo-
rating all such feedback and feed forward mechanisms i
J 
a '":onso-
lidated Rlanner is given In fig. Z. Here all variables are we~tor5 
whose n ele~ents give the stochastic variables quantifying the 
factors denoted in the legend for fi~. 2. These n elem~nts of the 
vector variable refer to a set of n regions. This enab~es the 
Model to be implemented hierarchically from the global jO the 
local level'. In the first instance, the n elements may refer to 
n regions of t~e 910be~ After' determining the average ~rends 
for these n regions, the .odel can be applied to n1 subregionS 
within a region of interes~. The model can be further applied 
t. R2 areas within a subregion of interest~ ~y the hie~archic 
application of the model from the global to the local, it Is 
po~sibl. to modulate the local trends loIith the global t~end6. 
The topology of the SVf graph through successive levels of the 
hierarchy will be identical to ~hat is given in fig. 2. 
4. NODAL NORMALIZATION AND BRANCH WEIGHT INDEX 
The stochastic variables denoting the nodes of the graph 
have to be made dimensionless through a normclization pro I cedure. 
One of the simplest criterion is to define the variables such 
that the average value over a sufficiently long past is r aken to 
be zero and the extrema of the'modulus over the same durption as 
unity. All other values are linearly interpolated. This normalizes 
all the nodal variables ,in fi90 2.to values between +1 ahd -1 with 
their average at zero. Such a normalization loIill be ter~ed 'linear 
norDlalization'!. However, for each variable, ,:it is also ~ossible to 
introduce a non-linear interpolation scheme to reflect c$rtain 
non-linear trends in their cause-effect relations with other 
variables. In this paper, we confine ourselves to linear normali-
zation as the method of non-linear normalization which h$s distinct 
theoretical basis of its own, will be discussed in a separate 
paper. 
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The normaljzed variables being themselves stochastic, 
interaction between pairs of them Can be charactorized by indices 
based on correlation. Such an index should not only reflect auto-
correlations of the individual variable~ butalso the cross-corre-
lation between the pair. The cross- autocorrelation coefficient 
or 'cros9-auto' is found to be an ideal index for describinr') the 
degree of association between the two variable~ for various time 
lags. They can be visualized as combining the charactoristics 
of correlation coefficients and auto-correlation coefficients into 
a single measure of association. As with correlations and auto-
correlations the cross-auto correletions are relative measure of 
association that vary fro~ -1 to +1~ A value close to -1 indi-
cates a strong negative relationship be~IJeen x
t 
and Yt+k' i'.'ll. 
k time lags apart; a value close to +1 indicates a strong positive 
relationship, while a value of zero indicates the absence of an . 
association between x t and Yt+k. Estimated cross-autos based on 
sample data are usually expressed es 
where 
r ( k) ; k • 0, :t, 1, :t, 2, :t,3, • '... :t,m xy 
·X is the independent variable 
"I is the dependent variable 
k is the number of time lag s: sep arati ngX t 
m is the number of time lags, computed 
The formu1 a for C omputiAg the ero ss- autos for 
positive k is: 
n-k 
() ~ (X i) (y _ ,. ) I I'xv k '" t.,l t t+k." 
:=:=.========== /(~(Xt 41 t-1 
and Y t+k 
In the SUf graph of Fig.~, the branches will have a 
ueightage equal to the cross-auto between the tIJO nodal 
variables on either side of the branch. Along uith this 
ueightage, the time delay betueen the c~use and the effect, 
either, in particular, as the .ean value or, in gen~ral. 8S 
a distribution is also specified as a distinct branch weight. 
Together, the cross-auto and delay, constitute a binary 
branch weight. As the nodal variables are vectors, the binary 
branch weight will be composed of a cross-auto trans.atrix and a 
delay transmatrix. for predicting the trend of any Variable, 
e.g;., precipitation P, the time lags at all other mides have 
to- be determined along uith the corresponding cross-autos •. _ tach 
nodal variable will be computed accouriting for. the corresponding 
time lag 'Jith reeplfct to P. 
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"h.n the tim, ""r". or ", T, Ai' A , " ,( to. ". deter~i~ed fro~ the graph over an area ser~iciAg t~e istream 
floy, the run estimate can be made using knoyn technique~. 
51. ANALYSIS or THE BA~IC svr GRAPH 
In the basic graph of Fig. 2, t~e variable of interest 
ia P, the vec{or index of precipitation over the n regions. 
Disturbances'or trends in the other variables yill ev'entually 
transmit their effects to p'. For example, a variatio!n in the 
index of solar radiation Rs' at a time accounted for ~y the 
delay weightages over the branches connecting Rs and P, IoIill 
have its affect on p at the present time. On, the othler hand, if 
the value of Rs at a later time is considered, a pred~ction of P 
IoIill be realized, provided all other variables are co~puted at a 
time before the present time. The latter situation IJ~ll arise 
in the simulation of the system iteratively IoIith unitl time 
steps. P at a future time in terms of the other nodal values 
at different times decided by the delay ueightages an~ the 
crose-auto branch weightage can be computed basicallyl by the 
judicious use of the rules of analysis described in S~ction -2 
like the addition rule, multiplication rule, contractfon rule, 
self-loop, nodEi splitting and branch splitting'. All these 
rules lend themselves for being incorporated in a computer 
si.ulation. If the delay branch weights are included las the 
aean value, P will result as a vector whose values are sharply 
estimated. On the other hand, if the delay branch IoIe~ght is 
a statistical distribution, P will also be a statistical distri-
butio,.... I 
Co~puter simulation efforts on the above lines 1s under-
way for the prediction of droughts. j 
6. CONCLUSION 
By developing a Stochastic Vector flolJ Graph mo el of 
the cause-effect relationships in the meteorological J1ariables 
related to the drought phenomenon, it is shoun that highly 
complex feedback mechanisms exist which have to be f~lllY incor-
porated in any model proposing to giv~ a prediction o~ drough~. 
It is al so shoun that the concept of 5VF graph develop'ed earll.er 
by the author is a national representation of such feedback 
mechanisms if a binary branch IoIeight comprising of the cross-
auto transmatrix and del ay transmatrix is adoptedo 
The SVF graph description given in 
been investigated by the auther in terms 
Space Concepts IoIhich IoIill be the subject 
communic ation. 
this paper h~s also 
of equivalenti State 
matter of aSiep ar ate 
I 
The theory proposed in this paper is still in itls 
formative stages. Much morp development ~lo~9 these line~ is 
r~quired to be carried out to enable reall.stl.c compute~-al.ded 
prediction of drought. 
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FIG. 1 
FIG. 2. , Cause- effect relationships exprE?Ssed as d 
5 tochas t ic vectorial f iow graph. 
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